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Abstract. Model theorists have made use of low-dimensional
continuous cohomology of infinite permutation groups on profinite
modules: see [1, 6, 7, 9], for example. We expand the module
category in order to widen the cohomological toolkit. For an im-
portant class of groups we use these tools to establish criteria for
finiteness of cohomology.
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Introduction
The symmetric group on any set carries a natural topology in which
the pointwise stabilizers of finite sets form a base of open neighbour-
hoods of the identity. Permutation groups on the set are then consid-
ered as topological groups with the subspace topology, and a permuta-
tion group is closed in the symmetric group if and only if it is the auto-
morphism group of some collection of relations on the set. Conversely,
if G is a Hausdorff group whose topology is generated by a family Ui of
open subgroups then G is isomorphic (as a topological group) to a per-
mutation group acting on the disjoint union of the coset spaces G/Ui.
We denote the category of permutation groups regarded as topological
groups, together with continuous homomorphisms by PG.
A permutation group on a set Ω is compact if and only if it is
closed in the symmetric group on Ω and all of its orbits are finite: thus
compact permutation groups are closed subgroups of direct products
of finite groups, and so are exactly the profinite groups. Consider a
short exact sequence in PG
(1) 1→ K → E → G→ 1
1
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where K is compact and abelian. Then K is naturally a G-module and
the action G × K → K is continuous. If G ∈ PG then we denote by
PG the abelian category of continuous, profinite G-modules and con-
tinuous G-homomorphisms. It is worth noting that Pontryagin duality
implies that the dual category P̂G can be thought of as the category
of continuous, discrete torsion G-modules and G-homomorphisms.
A well-known argument (cf. [11], Proposition I.1) shows that con-
tinuous epimorphisms in PG admit sections which are continuous func-
tions. A slight extension of this argument (which we omit) shows that
a short exact sequence (1) admits a continuous closed section G→ E,
and so the cohomology of low-degree continuous cocycles retains its fa-
miliar applications: H1c(G,K) classifies closed complements in the split
extension and H2c(G,K) classifies all extensions in PG.
The problem of classifying extensions as in (1) has occurred in
model theory. We refer the reader to ([6], Section 1) for a concise
introduction to this, and [7] for a fuller survey. Of particular relevance
for the model theory is the computation of H1c(G,M) where G is the
automorphism group of some suitably nice first-order structure and M
is a quotient of a permutation module AΩ. By the latter, we mean
that Ω is a transitive G-space with the stabilizer H of some point be-
ing open, and A is a finite abelian group. (More formally, AΩ is a
coinduced module A⇑GH : see the beginning of Sections 2 and 3.) We
denote by FG the subcategory of PG consisting of closed submodules
of finite direct sums of such permutation modules: these are precisely
the elements of PG whose Pontryagin duals are finitely generated as G-
modules. In general FG need not be closed under quotients. However,
for certain important infinite permutation groups G (in particular, the
countable dimensional classical groups over finite fields) it is known
that modules in FG satisfy the descending chain condition on closed
submodules, and it then follows that FG is closed under quotients and
so is an abelian category.
In this paper we develop systematically various results for the co-
homology groups Hnc (G,K) determined by continuous cochains (for
G ∈ PG and K ∈ PG): something which was done in a very ad hoc
fashion in [7] for the case n = 1. Because of the existence of contin-
uous sections for epimorphisms between profinite groups, we already
have the long exact sequence of cohomology. More awkward (because it
is not clear whether PG has enough projectives/injectives) is Shapiro’s
Lemma, but we give a direct argument for this in Proposition 2.2. The
principal application of these results is a useful permutation group the-
oretic criterion on G (Theorem 3.5) which implies that the finite trivial
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modules A in PG are acyclic (that is, H
n
c (G,A) is zero for n ≥ 1).
Using this, we deduce (Corollary 3.6) that for certain infinite permu-
tation groups G, the categories PG and FG have enough acyclics and
the continuous cohomology groups Hnc (G,K) are finite for K ∈ FG.
As a technical intermediate step in deriving this criterion, we show
that certain direct limits of permutation modules are ‘acyclic.’ How-
ever, such limits are not profinite groups, but weakly profinite: they
have the weak topology determined by a countable family of profi-
nite subgroups. In Section 1 we develop some basic results about such
groups (in particular, we show that they are topological groups: Propo-
sition 1.5) and in Section 2 we extend the continuous cohomology on
PG to ‘bounded’ cohomology on these weakly profinite modules.
1. Weakly profinite groups
We say that a groupM equipped with a topology is weakly profinite
if it is the union of a countable increasing chain {Mi : i ∈ N} of profinite
subgroups with respect to which it carries the weak topology. Thus,
a subset of M is open precisely when its intersection with each Mi is
open. Equivalently, a map from M into any space is continuous when
its restriction to eachMi is continuous. We refer to {Mi} as a profinite
system for M .
It is not clear whether or not a weakly profinite group is a topologi-
cal group, although we can establish this for abelian groups. However,
since both the algebra and topology on M are determined by their re-
strictions to the Mi, we see that translation by any element of M is a
homeomorphism of M .
Proposition 1.1. Suppose M is weakly profinite with respect to
{Mi}. If K is a compact subset of M , then K is contained in one of
the Mi.
Proof. If not then K ∩ (Mi+1 \ Mi) is non-empty for infinitely
many i. If X contains one element of this for each such i, then X is an
infinite subset of K whose intersection with eachMi is finite. It follows
that X is a closed, discrete subset of K, which is impossible. 
A subset of M is bounded if it is contained in some Mi. The propo-
sition says that compacta are bounded, so bounded subsets are those
whose closure is compact. Similarly a map to M is bounded when its
image is contained in a compact subset.
Proposition 1.2. If M is a weakly profinite group and N is a
closed subgroup then both N and M/N are weakly profinite.
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Proof. Suppose M is weakly profinite with respect to a family
{Mi}. It is straightforward to show that the relative topology on N is
the weak topology with respect to the N ∩Mi, and that the quotient
topology on M/N is the weak topology with respect to the p(Mi),
where p is the quotient map. We consider the latter in detail.
Suppose X¯ is a subset of M/N with the property that each X¯ ∩
p(Mi) is open in p(Mi). Now
p−1(X¯) ∩Mi = p−1(X¯ ∩ p(Mi)) ∩Mi.
Since p is continuous this intersection is open in Mi. As M has the
weak topology we conclude that p−1(X¯) is open. Hence X¯ is open, by
definition of the quotient topology. 
Proposition 1.3. If θ : M → L is a continuous epimorphism be-
tween weakly profinite groups then θ is an open map. In particular, if
θ is an isomorphism then it is a homeomorphism.
Proof. The induced mapM/ ker θ → L is continuous, so by Propo-
sition 1.2 it suffices to prove the final statement. Assume θ is a con-
tinuous isomorphism. As L has the weak topology with respect to a
family of profinite subgroups it suffices to show that θ−1 is continuous
when restricted to one of these. The image of this is closed in M so
again we reduce to the case where L is profinite.
If M is also compact then the result is well-known. Otherwise M
is the union of a countable chain of proper compact subgroups {Mi},
necessarily of infinite index inM . Let Li = θ(Mi). The Li are compact
subgroups of L, also of infinite index in L, and hence nowhere dense.
Since L is compact this contradicts Baire’s Theorem. 
Propositions 1.1 and 1.3 tell us that the topology on a weakly profi-
nite group M is determined by any countable chain of compact sub-
groups whose union is M . Countability is crucial: an infinite power
of a finite group is compact under the product topology but discrete
under the weak topology generated by finite subgroups.
LetM be the algebraic direct sum of a countable family of topolog-
ical groups Mi. If we endow M with the weak topology generated by
finite direct sums of the Mi then we obtain what is sometimes called
the finite topology. In general the finite topology is not a group topol-
ogy. Nevertheless the category of topological abelian groups does admit
coproducts — the coproduct is some rather mysterious refinement of
the finite topology. If the finite topology is a group topology then it is
the coproduct topology. For more on this see [10]. The following is a
special case of ([2], Corollary on p. 20).
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Proposition 1.4. Let M = ⊕Mi, with the finite topology. If the
Mi are compact then M is a topological group. 
Proposition 1.5. If M is a weakly profinite abelian group then M
is a topological group.
Proof. Indeed, if {Mi} is a profinite system for M then since M
is abelian the canonical map ⊕Mi → M is a surjective, continuous,
homomorphism. Now apply Propositions 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. 
Proposition 1.6. If φ : M → N is a continuous surjective homo-
morphism of weakly profinite abelian groups then φ admits a closed,
continuous section.
Proof. From Proposition 1.3 we know that φ is a quotient map
and a profinite system for N is obtained by taking the images of the
groups in a profinite system for M . A section of φ is continuous if
and only if its restriction to each of these compact subgroups of N is
continuous. Thus, to prove the proposition it is enough to observe that
ifK ≤ L are compact subgroups ofM , then any continuous section of φ
restricted to K can be extended to a continuous section of φ restricted
to L. But this is well-known: see ([11], Proposition I.1). 
2. Coinduced modules and bounded cohomology
We work throughout with left modules and a Hausdorff topological
groupG. By a weakly profinite G-module M we mean a weakly profinite
abelian group with a profinite system of continuous G-submodules Mi.
We do not require that the G-action be continuous globally, but only on
compact submodules. A simple example should clarify the situation.
Let G be the symmetric group of countable degree and let M be a
countable direct sum of copies of F2ω. The G-action on M is not
continuous, although it is continuous on each finite direct sum. The
problem lies below the group action itself: in general the inclusion
A× (⊕Bi)→ ⊕(A×Bi) need not be continuous.
If G is a topological group, H is a closed subgroup, and M is a
continuous H-module, then the coinduced module M⇑GH is the additive
group of H-equivariant functions f : G→M . Thus we require f(xh) =
h−1f(x) for all h ∈ H and x ∈ G. The G-action is defined by the rule
(gf)(x) = f(g−1x), for g ∈ G.
To describe the topology we can use the alternate description: M⇑GH
is the space of sections of theG-bundleG×HM → G/H, whereG×HM
is the quotient of G ×M by the diagonal H-action and G/H is the
left coset space. The topology on the coinduced module, regarded as
a space of sections, is simply the compact-open topology. As noted
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above, in general the coinduced module is not a continuous G-module.
However the action is continuous in one case of importance for us,
namely when H is open. In this case G/H is discrete, and its compact
subsets are finite. Hence M⇑GH is isomorphic, as a topological group,
to the the product space MG/H .
Lemma 2.1. If H is an open subgroup of G and M is a continuous
H-module then the G-action on M⇑GH is continuous.
Proof. Let N = M⇑GH . Suppose x ∈ G, f ∈ N , and U is an
open neighborhood of (gf)(x). Choose open neighborhoods V of 1
and W of (gf)(x) such that V −1W ⊂ U . If X = x(V ∩ H)x−1g and
Y = {f ′ | f ′(g−1x) ∈ W} then X×Y is an open neighborhood of (g, f)
such that XY ⊂ {f ′ | f ′(x) ∈ U}. 
If M is a continuous G-module consider the complex of continuous
cochains (Cnc (G,M); δ
n)n≥0, where Cnc (G,M) is the additive group of
continuous functions Gn → M , and δn : Cnc (G,M) → Cn+1c (G,M) is
the usual differential:
δnf(x1, . . . , xn+1) = x1f(x2, . . . , xn+1)+
n∑
i=1
(−1)if(x1, . . . , xixi+1, . . . , xn+1) + (−1)n+1f(x1, . . . , xn).
Then the n-th continuous cohomology group Hnc (G,M) is the kernel
of δn modulo the image of δn−1. We use similar notation for the co-
complex of continuous cocyles, and the subcomplexes of cochains and
coboundaries. From the existence of continuous sections in PG we de-
duce that any short exact sequence of profinite G-modules determines
a short exact sequence of cochain complexes, and thence a long exact
sequence in continuous cohomology.
Proposition 2.2 (Shapiro’s Lemma). If H is an open subgroup of
the topological group G andM is a profinite H-module then H∗c(G,M⇑GH)
is isomorphic to H∗c(H,M).
Proof. There are various versions of this lemma in the literature.
The version of the proof we sketch is essentially the same as in [8],
whose target is locally compact groups. As there, we need merely
highlight the points where the topology requires some care, since the
formulas are the same as in the purely algebraic case.
The map ψ : C∗c(G,M⇑GH) → C∗c(H,M) that induces an isomor-
phism in cohomology is, as usual, the combination of evaluation at 1
and restriction to H:
(2) ψ(f)(x1, . . . , xn) = f(x1, . . . , xn)(1).
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To define a right inverse to ψ we need a retraction of G onto H. Let
x 7→ τx be a transversal of the right coset space of H in G. As this coset
space is discrete, this map G → G is continuous. Define r : G → H
as r(x) = xτ−1x . This is a continuous retraction of G onto H with
r(hx) = hr(x) for all h ∈ H. Define
φ(f)(x1, . . . , xn)(x) = r(ξ0) · f(r(ξ0)−1r(ξ1), r(ξ1)−1r(ξ2), . . .),
where ξi = x
−1x1 · · ·xi. This map, defined for all cochains f , continu-
ous or not, commutes with the differential. It is easy to see that φ(f)
is continuous whenever f is. Morever, ψφ is the identity. To finish we
show that φψ is homotopic to the identity. In fact, once again we can
use the standard, algebraic chain homotopy h given by:
(hg)(x1, . . . , xn)(x) = g(xr(ξ0), r(ξ0)
−1r(ξ1), r(ξ1)−1r(ξ2), . . .)(x)
− g(x1, ξ−11 r(ξ1), r(ξ1)−1r(ξ2), r(ξ2)−1r(ξ3), . . .)(x)
+ g(x1, x2, ξ
−1
2 r(ξ2), r(ξ2)
−1r(ξ3), r(ξ3)−1r(ξ4), . . .)(x) · · ·
The standard formal (albeit tedious) computation shows that this is
a chain homotopy. The easy lemma below (whose proof we omit) im-
plies that this homotopy leaves the subcomplex of continuous cochains
invariant. 
Lemma 2.3. If H is open in G and f : Gn → M⇑GH is continuous,
then fˆ : Gn+1 → M defined by fˆ(x0, . . . , xn) = f(x1, . . . , xn)(x0) is
continuous. 
Suppose now that M is a weakly profinite module for G. Let
H∗b(G,M) be the homology of the cochain complex of bounded, contin-
uous cochains of G in M (with differential defined as above). We refer
to this as the bounded cohomology of G. Note that if M is profinite
then H∗b(G,M) = H
∗
c(G,M). Again, we use similar notation for the
complex of bounded cocyles, and the subcomplexes of cochains and
coboundaries.
As for continuous cohomology, the existence of sections (Proposi-
tion 1.6) implies that a short exact sequence of weakly profinite G-
modules determines a long exact sequences in bounded cohomology.
If {Mi} is a profinite system inM then since direct limit commutes
with homology we have that
(3) H∗b(G,M) = lim−→H
∗
c(G,Mi).
Now suppose G ∈ PG has a countable fundamental system of open
subgroups (for example, G is a permutation group on a countable set).
If M is a profinite G-module then define M⇑G = lim−→HM⇑
G
H , where H
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ranges over the countable fundamental system of open subgroups (of
course, if H1 ≤ H2 are open subgroups of G, then M⇑GH2 ≤ M⇑GH1 , so
the directed set here is the reverse of the poset of open subgroups of G).
In other words, M⇑G is the group of functions G → M each of which
is equivariant with respect to some open subgroup. More generally, if
M is weakly profinite, say M = lim−→Mi, then define
(4) M⇑G = lim−→
i
Mi⇑G = lim−→
i
lim−→
H
Mi⇑GH .
IfM is a countable, torsion abelian group then the discrete topology
on M is the weak topology generated by all finite subgroups. By a
trivial torsion module we mean such a group with trivial G-action.
Proposition 2.4. With the above notation, ifM is a trivial torsion
G-module then M⇑G is acyclic for bounded cohomology.
Proof. If {Mi} is the system of finite subgroups then from equa-
tion 3 and Shapiro’s Lemma we have that
H∗b(G,M⇑G) = lim−→
i
lim−→
H
H∗c(H,Mi).
Suppose f ∈ Z∗c(H,Mi). Without loss f(1, . . . , 1) = 0. Since Mi is
discrete f is 0 when restricted to some open subgroup L. Hence the
class of f restricts to 0 in the limit. 
One can also prove an injectivity property for M⇑G when M is a
divisible torsion abelian group, but we will not need such a result.
3. Acyclic resolutions via strong types
In this section G denotes a permutation group on an infinite set
Ω. We use weakly profinite modules to establish some permutation-
theoretic criteria for finiteness and for vanishing of continuous coho-
mology. Throughout, F denotes a finite abelian group regarded as a
trivial G-module. We are interested initially in computing H∗c(G,F ).
By a continuous G-space ∆ we mean one in which point stabi-
lizers are open. We rephrase Proposition 2.4, which produces acyclic
modules, in the language of transitive continuous G-spaces, and then
generalize the result to intransitive G-spaces.
If the continuous G-space ∆ is transitive, and H is the stabilizer of
a point x, then F∆ ∼= F⇑GH . Under this identification the Shapiro map
from equation (2) becomes a weak equivalence — that is, an isomor-
phism in homology ρx : Z
n
c (G,F
∆) ∼ Znc (H,F ) with
(5) ρx(f)(g1, . . . , gn) = f(g1, . . . , gn)(x).
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If pi : ∆2 → ∆1 is a surjective G-map between transitive, continuous
G-spaces and pi(y) = x, then we have a commutative square
Z∗c(G,F
∆1)
∼−−−→
ρx
Z∗c(Gx, F )
pi∗
y yres
Z∗c(G,F
∆2)
∼−−−→
ρy
Z∗c(Gy, F )
More generally, if ∆ is any continuous G-space, with G-orbits {Σi :
i ∈ I}, then F∆ is the direct product of the FΣi and H∗c(G,F∆) is nat-
urally isomorphic to the direct product of the H∗c(G,F
Σi). So suppose
pi : ∆2 → ∆1 is a surjective G-map between continuous G-spaces. If
{x} and {y} are systems of orbit representatives for ∆1 and ∆2, re-
spectively, then {y} is a lift of {x} provided each pi(y) ∈ {x}. For such
a choice we have the commutative square
H∗c(G,F
∆1)
∼=−−−→ ∏xH∗c(Gx, F )
pi∗
y y
H∗c(G,F
∆2)
∼=−−−→ ∏y H∗c(Gy, F )
For an open subgroup U of G we say the lift is U -constrained pro-
vided each Gy < U . A tower · · · pi3→ ∆3 pi2→ ∆2 pi1→ ∆1 of continuous
G-spaces with surjective G-maps is smooth if for every ∆i there are or-
bit representatives Xi with the property that for every open subgroup
U there is always a U -constrained lift of Xi to some ∆j (with j > i).
The proof of Proposition 2.4 applies virtually without change under
this hypothesis.
Lemma 3.1. If (∆i; pii) is a smooth tower of continuous G-spaces,
then lim−→F
∆i is acyclic for bounded cohomology: Hnb (G, lim−→F
∆i) = 0 if
n > 0. 
We now give one way in which a tower of continuous G-spaces can
be used to construct a resolution of F by weakly profinite G-modules
which are acyclic for bounded cohomology. Let ∆ be a continuous
G-space. Consider the cochain complex constructed from n-tuples ∆n:
Σ∆ : 0→ F → F∆ d1→ F∆2 d2→ F∆3 d3→ · · ·
with dnf(a1, . . . , an+1) =
∑
i(−1)if(a1, . . . , âi, . . . , an+1) (where as usual
the hat indicates omission). Clearly each dn is a continuous homomor-
phism of G-modules. Let a∗ ∈ ∆ and define hn : F∆n+1 → F∆n by
hnf(a1, . . . , an) = f(a
∗, a1, . . . , an). This is an abelian group homo-
morphism and hndn+ dn−1hn−1 is equal to minus the identity on F∆
n
.
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Thus Σ∆ is contractible as a chain complex of abelian groups, and in
particular, it is exact.
Now suppose that T : · · · pi2→ ∆2 pi1→ ∆1 is a tower of continu-
ous G-spaces. Then we have a sequence of exact chain complexes
Σ∆1 → Σ∆2 → . . .. If we know that for each j the tower (∆ji ; piji )
is smooth, then each term lim−→i F
∆ji of the direct limit is acyclic for H∗b ,
by Lemma 3.1. Since direct limits commute with homology we obtain
a resolution of F by acyclic modules:
(6) ΣT : 0→ F → lim−→F
∆i → lim−→F
∆2i → lim−→F
∆3i → · · · .
We can then use ΣT to compute H
∗
c(G,F ) (which is the same thing
as H∗b(G,F )): apply H
0
b to each term then take homology. Since
H0b(G,M) is canonically the space of G-fixed points M
G, we find that
(7) H∗c(G,F ) = H
(
(lim−→F
∆∗i )G
)
= lim−→H
(
(F∆
∗
i )G
)
.
We stress that equations (6) and (7) hold under the assumption that
(∆ji ; pi
j
i ) is a smooth tower, for each j ∈ N and remark that this does
not follow automatically from the smoothness of (∆i; pii).
Suppose ∆ is a continuous G-space. If X ⊆ ∆, let GX denote the
pointwise stabilizer of X. Consider a function p which assigns to every
finite X ⊆ ∆ a GX-orbit p(X) on ∆ \ X. We say that p is a strong
type (over ∅) for G on ∆ if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) If X1 ⊆ X2 are finite then p(X1) ⊇ p(X2).
(2) If g ∈ G and X is a finite subset of ∆ then gp(X) = p(gX).
(This definition appeared as Definition 2.1 in [5], and the terminology
originates in model theory. It would be more accurate to refer to p as
a type (over ∆) which is non-splitting over the empty set.)
Suppose p is a strong type for G on ∆. Let ∆(n) consist of all
(a1, . . . , an) ∈ ∆n with a1 ∈ p(∅) and ai+1 ∈ p({a1, . . . , ai}): call these
p-sequences (of length n). Note that ∆(n) is a transitive, continuous
G-space, and any subsequence of a p-sequence is also a p-sequence.
Thus the differential di defined previously also gives a continuous G-
homomorphism from F∆
(i)
to F∆
(i+1)
.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose p is a strong type for G on ∆.
(1) The chain complex
(F∆)G
d1→ (F∆2)G d2→ (F∆3)G d3→ · · ·
of G-fixed points is contractible (as a complex of abelian groups).
(2) The chain complex
0→ F → F∆(1) d1→ F∆(2) d2→ F∆(3) d3→ · · ·
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is exact.
(3) The chain complex of G-fixed points
0→ F → (F∆(1))G d1→ (F∆(2))G d2→ (F∆(3))G d3→ · · ·
is exact.
Proof. (1) Note first that Di = (F
∆i)G is the set of maps which
are constant on each G-orbit on ∆i. The contracting homotopy is
defined in a similar way to the contracting homotopy h for Σ∆ given
above, but to obtain the G-invariance, we use the strong type to choose
a∗ rather than leaving it fixed.
Indeed, define si : Di+1 → Di as follows. Let f ∈ Di+1 and sup-
pose (x1, . . . , xi) ∈ ∆i. Choose y to be any element of p({x1, . . . , xi}),
and define (sif)(x1, . . . , xi) = f(y, x1, . . . , xi). As p is a strong type
and f is G-invariant, one checks easily that sif(x1, . . . , xi) is inde-
pendent of the choice of y, and that sif is G-invariant. Now we
claim that sidi + di−1si−1 is equal to minus the identity map on Di.
Let f ∈ Di. Then (sidif)(x1, . . . , xi) = (dif)(y, x1, . . . , xi), where
y ∈ p({x1, . . . , xi}), and this is equal to
−f(x1, . . . , xi) +
i∑
j=1
(−1)j+1f(y, x1, . . . , x̂j, . . . , xi).
Now, y ∈ p({x1, . . . , x̂j, . . . , xi}), by the first clause in the definition of
a strong type. Thus
(di−1si−1f)(x1, . . . , xi) =
i∑
j=1
(−1)j(si−1f)(x1, . . . , x̂j, . . . , xi)
=
i∑
j=1
(−1)jf(y, x1, . . . , x̂j, . . . , xi),
whence the claim.
(2) Consider the Pontryagin dual of the complex, namely
0← F η← F∆(1) δ1← F∆(2) δ2← · · · .
Here we have identified the finite abelian group F with its dual, and
F∆(i) is the free F -module with basis ∆(i), with the obvious G-action.
The G-homomorphisms η and δi are given by the F -linear extensions
of the maps η(x) = 1 (for x ∈ ∆(1)) and
δi(x1, x2, . . . , xi+1) =
∑
k
(−1)k(x1, . . . , xˆk, . . . , xi+1),
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where (x1, . . . , xi+1) ∈ ∆(i+1). It will suffice to prove exactness of this
dual complex.
Exactness at F and F∆(1) is straightforward. For exactness at
F∆(i+1), suppose that v ∈ F∆(i+1) is in the kernel of δi. So v =∑
x∈X αxx for some finite X ⊆ ∆(i+1) and αx ∈ F . Let X1 ⊆ ∆
consist of all the entries from the p-sequences in X and let a ∈ p(X1).
Then for each x = (x1, . . . , xi+1) ∈ X, the (i + 2)-tuple (x, a) is a p-
sequence. Let w =
∑
x∈X αx(x, a). Thus w ∈ F∆(i+2) and we claim
that δi+1(w) = ±v, which will give the exactness we require.
Indeed,
δi+2(w) =
∑
x∈X
αx
i+1∑
k=1
(−1)k(x1, . . . , xˆk, . . . , xi+1, a) + (−1)i+2v.
The a in the final coordinate of the terms in the double sum here
is essentially irrelevant: the double sum is computing δi+1(v), then
appending a to all tuples appearing in it. As v is assumed to be in the
kernel of δi+1, we therefore obtain δi+2(w) = (−1)i+2v, as required.
(3) As G is transitive on each ∆(i) the fixed points here just consist
of the constant functions. For a constant function f = α in F∆
(i)
, we
have dif(x1, . . . , xi+1) =
∑i+1
k=1(−1)kα, which is 0 if i is odd and −α if
i is even. Exactness of the given sequence now follows.

As before, we suppose that ∆ is a continuous G-space and p is a
strong type for G on ∆. We let ∆n denote the transitive G-space ∆
(n).
Define G-maps pii : ∆i+1 → ∆i by pii(a1, . . . , ai+1) = (a1, . . . , ai). This
gives a tower (∆i; pii) of transitive, continuous G-spaces.
Now, G on ∆n also has a strong type pn: if X is a finite subset
of ∆n let X1 be the elements of ∆ appearing in tuples in X, and let
pn(X) be the GX-orbit which contains (y1, . . . , yn) where y1 ∈ p(X1),
y2 ∈ p(X1 ∪ {y1}) . . . . It is easy to check that pn is a well-defined
strong type on ∆n. Thus we may consider ∆
(j)
n , the set of pn-sequences
of length j from ∆n. An element of this is a j-tuple of n-tuples from
our original set ∆, and so can be considered as an n·j-tuple of elements
of ∆. As such, it is easily seen to be a p-sequence of length n · j.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that ∆ is a continuous G-space and p is
a strong type for G on ∆. Let ∆i denote the set of p-sequences of length
i and pii : ∆i+1 → ∆i be given by projection onto the first i coordinates.
Suppose that for each j ∈ N the towers (∆ji ; piji ) are smooth. Then
Hnc (G,F ) = 0 for all n > 0.
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Proof. By the smoothness hypothesis we have an acyclic resolu-
tion of F as in (6), so we can use (7) to compute H∗c(G,F ). But Lemma
3.2 (1) gives that, for fixed i, the sequence formed from the (F∆
n
i )G is
exact (using the strong types pi on ∆i), hence all homology groups on
the right hand side in (7) are zero (for n ≥ 1). 
In practice the smoothness condition in this result is awkward to
verify, so we give a slightly different approach using parts (2) and (3) of
Lemma 3.2. Supose p is a strong type for G on ∆ and use the notation
pi, ∆
(j)
i given previously. As above, we have a tower of continuous
G-spaces (∆i; pii) and this gives, for each j, a tower (∆
(j)
i ; pi
j
i ).
We say that the strong type p is smooth if for every p-sequence a
and open subgroup U ≤ G there is a p-sequence b extending a with
Gb ≤ U . This terminology is justified by:
Lemma 3.4. If p is a smooth strong type for G on ∆, then for each
j ∈ N the tower (∆(j)i ; piji ) is smooth.
Proof. As each ∆
(j)
i is a transitive G-space, we have to show that
for every open subgroup U ≤ G and a = (a1, . . . , aj) ∈ ∆(j)i , there is
k ≥ i and b = (b1, . . . , bj) ∈ ∆(j)k with br extending ar (for r = 1, . . . , j)
and Gb ≤ U (note that this is precisely our smoothness assumption on
p in the case j = 1). Now, a can be considered as a p-sequence (of
length i · j), so by the smoothness of p there is a p-sequence d = (a, c)
extending it, with Gd ≤ U . Here c is a tuple consisting of the extra
coordinates needed to extend the p-sequence a to d.
Let k be i plus the length of c. We show that there is some b =
(b1, . . . , bj) ∈ ∆(j)k with br extending ar for r = 1, . . . , j − 1, and bj =
(aj, c). Thus in particular, Gb ≤ Gd ≤ U . Take any b′ = (b′1, . . . , b′j) ∈
∆
(j)
k . As d is a p-sequence, there is g ∈ G with gar an initial segment
of b′r for r = 1, . . . , j − 1 and g(ajc) = b′j. So we may take br = g−1(b′r)
for r = 1, . . . , j − 1. 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose ∆ is a continuous G-space and p is a
smooth strong type for G on ∆.
(1) We have Hnc (G,F ) = 0 for all n > 0.
(2) For all m ≥ 1, we have Hnc (G,F∆m) = 0 for all n > 0.
Proof. (1) Let Mj be the weakly profinite module lim−→i∆
(j)
i . By
Lemma 3.2 (2), the chain complex
0→ F →M1 d1→M2 d2→M3 d3→ · · ·
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is exact. Moreover, by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.1, each Mj is acyclic for
bounded cohomology. Thus (as with equation (7)) we can compute
the cohomology of G on F by taking the homology of the complex of
G-fixed points of the above resolution. But by Lemma 3.2 (3), this is
zero.
(2) Let b ∈ ∆m. Define p′(Y ) = p(Y b), for Y a finite subset of
∆. This is a strong type for Gb on ∆ and smoothness of p implies
smoothness of p′. So Hnc (Gb, F ) = 0 for all n > 0, by part (1). The
result then follows from Shapiro’s Lemma. 
We now recall, from the Introduction, the category FG whose ob-
jects are the closed submodules of finite direct sums of the various
A⇑GU , where U is an open subgroup of G and A is a finite abelian group
(with trivial G-action). This is an additive category, but in general,
however, it is not clear that FG will be closed under quotients (by
closed submodules). When it is, FG is an abelian category and in the
presence of a smooth strong type, it has enough acyclics for continuous
cohomology:
Corollary 3.6. Suppose there is a continuous G-space ∆ on which
there is a smooth strong type p. If FG is closed under quotients then
FG and PG are abelian categories with enough acyclics and H
n
c (G,M)
is finite for all n and M ∈ FG.
Proof. By the above remarks, FG is an abelian category. By
definition, any M ∈ FG embeds into a finite direct sum of coinduced
modules A⇑GH , and any one of these embeds into some F∆m (in the
notation of Theorem 3.5). But these are acyclic (by Theorem 3.5).
The finiteness claim follows by dimension shifting and the fact that
H0c(G,F
∆m) = F , since G is transitive on ∆m.
It remains to show that PG also has enough acyclics. First, note
that any element of PG can be embedded into a direct product of
elements of FG. One way to see this is to work with the Pontryagin
duals: as mentioned in the Introduction, the duals of elements of PG
are the discrete, continuous torsion G-modules, and duals of elements
of FG are the finitely generated ones.
Thus any element of PG can be embedded into a direct product of
acyclics which lie in FG: but this is an acyclic in PG. 
Corollary 3.7. If G is one of the following permutation groups,
then FG satisfies the conclusions of Corollary 3.6.
(1) The symmetric group acting on Ω.
(2) An infinite dimensional general linear group over a finite field
acting on its natural module.
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(3) The group of isometries of a countable dimensional classical
space: a vector space V over a finite field equipped with a sym-
plectic, unitary or non-degenerate quadratic form.
Proof. In each case the coinduced modules F⇑GU satisfy the de-
scending chain condition on closed submodules. The same is therefore
true for any element of FG, and it then follows that FG is closed un-
der quotients. (See 7.2–7.7 in [6] for this, phrased in rather different
language). So we need to exhibit a smooth strong type in each case.
(1) Take p(X) = Ω \X.
(2) Take p(X) to be the vectors independent from X.
(3) For the orthogonal spaces (not characteristic 2) and for the
unitary spaces we take p(∅) = {v ∈ V | (v, v) = 1} and p(X) =
p(∅) ∩ (X⊥ \ 〈X〉) (where (., .) is the bilinear form). Thus p-sequences
are orthonormal sequences, and this gives a smooth strong type.
For the symplectic spaces we consider instead G acting on an orbit
∆ of tuples which enumerate hyperbolic planes (that is, non-degenerate
2-spaces). This permutation action is faithful and gives rise to the same
topology on G as its action on V . If X is a finite subset of ∆ let p(X)
consist of (suitably enumerated) hyperbolic planes in 〈X〉⊥. By Witt’s
theorem this is a single GX-orbit, and p is therefore a strong type. But
any finite dimensional subspace is contained in a non-degenerate one,
which is the orthogonal sum of hyperbolic planes. So p is smooth.
A similar argument handles the case of the orthogonal spaces in
characteristic 2. 
We conclude with some remarks about an alternative approach to
the continuous cohomology groups in the case where the conclusions
of Corollary 3.6 apply. So suppose G is a permutation group and
there is a smooth strong type for G on some continuous G-space. Let
k be either a finite field or the ring Z/mZ (for some m ∈ N). Let
PG[k], FG[k] denote respectively the categories of profinite kG-modules
with continuous G-action and those whose duals are finitely generated;
morphisms are continuous kG-homomorphisms in each case. Let C
denote one of these categories. Then, the arguments given previously
apply to show that C is an abelian category with enough acyclics for
continuous cohomology (and also that the groups H∗c(G,M) are finite
if M ∈ FG[k]).
For M,N ∈ C and n ≥ 1 we can define (Yoneda) Ext -groups
ExtnC(M,N) in terms of equivalence classes of n-extensions
0→ N → En → · · · → E1 →M → 0
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in C (see [3] for details); we also let Ext0C(M,N) = HomC(M,N). We
claim that ExtnC(k,N)
∼= Hnc (G,N), for N ∈ C.
In fact, the argument is exactly as in ([12], page 86), but we give
a few more details. The sequences of covariant functors ExtnC(k,−)
and Hnc (G,−) are exact connected sequences of functors on C (in the
terminology of [4]). Moreover, by the dual version of ([4], Proposition
4.2), they are both universal: for the first sequence, this follows as in
([4], Proposition 4.3); for the second it follows from the existence of
enough acyclics. Thus, as the sequences agree at the first term n = 0,
they are naturally equivalent.
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